
Introduction

when arthur fellig’s first photo-book, Naked City, was published in June
1945, it enjoyed spectacular commercial success, going through six printings
by December of that year alone. Initially sold at four dollars a copy, Naked City

quickly became the most profitable photo-book in the history of American
photography. A paperback version is still in print. Although hundreds of pho-
tographers had been taking pictures of New York throughout the 1930s and
early 1940s, Naked City emerged as the most widely known single-volume
visual representation of the city. Sensation was the book’s calling card. Fellig’s
images of crime scenes, tenement fires, and boisterous crowds contrasted
sharply both with the cool, precise modernist photographs of New York sky-
scrapers by such famed photographers as Alfred Stieglitz, Lewis Hine, Berenice
Abbott, and Margaret Bourke-White and with the documentary pictures of
the city’s residents by the equally famed Walker Evans, Ben Shahn, Morris En-
gel, and Arthur Rothstein.

Beginning in 1935, Fellig had labored nightly as a hustling street photog-
rapher who monitored the police radio, chased ambulances and paddy (or
“pie”) wagons, developed his negatives on the fly, and sold his prints in the
wee hours of the morning to the newspapers, magazines, and photo agen-
cies. By the early 1940s, Fellig had made a name for himself as a freelance
photographer with an almost preternatural ability to arrive at crime scenes
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before other photojournalists—and, sometimes, before the police—had done
so. The name he made in the press was not Arthur Fellig but “Weegee”—a
catchy moniker that referred to his uncanny prescience or Ouija-like knowl-
edge of the city and its vices.

Precisely when Weegee began to cull a choice number of his freelance pho-
tographs and sequence them into a book is unknown, but certainly by early
1945 he had approached and been turned down by a number of publishers.
It was not until William McCleery, a friend and sympathetic editor, intervened
on Weegee’s behalf at Essential Books that the project found a taker and was
transformed into Naked City. McCleery ended up writing the foreword to the
book, a feature that Weegee, in appreciation, kept in nearly all subsequent
reissues.

In addition to McCleery’s foreword and a preface titled “A Book Is Born,”
Weegee divided Naked City into eighteen chapters spanning the subjects for
which he was then most recognized: “Fires,” “Murders,” “Sudden Death,”
“The Opera,” “The Bowery,” “The ‘Pie’ Wagon,” “Coney Island,” and more.
He introduced each chapter with a brief essay and followed it with ten to
twenty-five photographs, usually one to a page. Only the last chapter, “Cam-
era Tips,” contains no photographs. Many, though certainly not all, of the pho-
tographs carry captions. Some of the captions are brief and breathy (“Sudden
death for one . . . sudden shock for the other,” for example, accompanies pic-
tures of two drivers after a car crash).1 Weegee made liberal use of ellipses to
suggest a broken conversational tone or a string of loosely connected thoughts
about the photographs, what some of his contemporaries ungenerously called
a narrative voice befitting a “short, dumpy man in his 40s with a penchant for
cigars.”2 In some cases, he wrote captions that are long and storylike, func-
tioning in conjunction with the pictures as self-contained vignettes. For ex-
ample, he accompanied a scene of a man and child fleeing a burning building
with the following: “This man was lucky . . . he hadn’t gone to bed as yet . . .
but the rooms got full of smoke . . . the lights went out . . . so he grabbed his
kid . . . without the kid’s shoelaces . . . and ran for his life. He is surprised to
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find me there with my camera. He must wonder if my studio is on the fire
engine . . . and if I sleep in the Fire House” (58). In other instances, he omit-
ted captions entirely and the full-bleed photographs constitute a strictly visual
sequence. There is no overall story or driving narrative in Naked City. Rather,
the photo-book is a kaleidoscope of words and images, grouped together in
subjects drawn from Weegee’s experiences as a photojournalist. It moves from
blood-spattered gangsters on the streets of Hell’s Kitchen to opening night at
the Metropolitan Opera to Sammy’s bar on the Bowery, from the circus to a
ball at the Waldorf-Astoria.

Following the success of Naked City and the national publicity it garnered,
Weegee gave up his job as photojournalist, relocating to Hollywood in an at-
tempt to become a filmmaker and actor (indeed, his book became the basis for
a film, and over the next twenty years he would have bit parts in seven features
and a hand in making eight short and mostly forgotten experimental films).
When his film career foundered, he turned to writing, lecturing, and promo-
tional endorsements. When he returned to his camera in the 1950s and 1960s,
he pursued trick photography, distortions, and soft-core pornography—or, as
he preferred to call all three, his “art.” Weegee never went back to the kind of
gritty, spontaneous street photography that constituted Naked City and made
his reputation.

In this volume, we analyze the meanings of this important American pho-
tographer and his signature work—asking and answering, among other
things, how and why Weegee and Naked City achieved their fame, how his
photographs may have competed with or displaced other images of New York
City, and how the photographer informed and was in turn formed by the as-
pirations of a newspaper culture. In doing so, we return Weegee and Naked

City to their original social, economic, and professional conditions—to the
New York of new immigrants and class divisions, of anxiety about as well as
escapism from the Depression, and to the “tabloid city” in which Weegee
emerged as a star of sorts, a freelance photographer who kept inserting him-
self before—as well as behind—the camera. We have titled this book Weegee
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and “Naked City” both to echo the official title of the 1945 publication and to
stress Weegee’s role in framing and claiming the city he exposes to view. Al-
though today his great book continues to define the image of New York in the
middle of the twentieth century, our analysis suggests the extent to which it
grew out of a specific photographic practice and, in an important historical
sense, how it signaled an end to that practice and the era that produced it.

The cultural historian Warren Sussman has argued that the rise of the pic-
ture press in the 1920s, alongside that of “cartoons and comics, increasingly vi-
sual advertising, and motion pictures,” created a “new knowledge of the world”
predicated on visual experience. Sussman points, in particular, to the role of
“the great tabloids like the Daily News in New York, which began in 1919 to
make a heavy investment in photographs (often real, but sometimes artfully
concocted), and the playful and sensational use of various kinds and sizes of
prints. By the late 1920s, they were essentially designing for well over a mil-
lion readers a special definition of what was ‘news,’ ” a definition bound ever
more closely to photographic information and less to “the old ways of know-
ing available in the book and the printed word.”3 The launching of Life in 1936
as the first “all photography” news magazine capitalized on and came to em-
body what we might call, following Sussman, an expressly visual “knowledge
of the world.”4

Weegee’s career was coincident with the rise of photography in the illus-
trated press and, through it, the special photographic cultivation of visual
knowledge. Weegee, as we demonstrate, was a central player in this crucial
and defining moment in the history of American photography. We also argue
for the strategic ways in which he tried to capitalize on photojournalism’s still-
formative stages and its new “ways of knowing” the world. We show how his
efforts—canny, premeditated, self-conscious—were eventually transformed
into the logic, layout, pictorial style, and sensibility of Naked City.

Although we insist on seeing Weegee as part of his photojournalistic times,
we do not always agree on how we should interpret that relationship or how
his photographs, including those collected in Naked City, grew out of it. Draw-
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ing extensively on many of the same archival materials and original printed
matter, we allow the reader to mark and assess our differences. For example,
both of us view Weegee’s early experiences exhibiting his photographs as im-
portant precursors to the selections and strategies found in Naked City, but we
understand those exhibitions (figure 1) and their impact in competing ways.
For Richard Meyer, the exhibition of Weegee’s pictures marks the successful
infiltration of a tabloid imagery and flamboyant persona into the sphere of the
fine arts. Rather than attempting to elevate or aestheticize his photographs,
Weegee continued to insist on their lowbrow appeal. For Anthony Lee, the ex-
hibitions indicate Weegee’s engagement not with the fine arts but instead with
activist photography. But ironically, that engagement with images of social
consciousness—of poverty and loss during the Depression—became the ba-
sis for Naked City’s expressive statements about New York’s glamorous sor-
didness. In general, Meyer emphasizes Weegee’s genius for self-promotion and
photographic sleight of hand and links the success of Naked City to the sen-
sational appeal of the tabloids and to the “irresistibly hard-boiled” character
of the photographer-detective (figure 2). In contrast, Lee shows how Weegee’s
photographs participated in the left-leaning photojournalistic cultures of his
day, especially at the progressive newspaper PM Daily, and understands the
photographer as “a portraitist of the immigrant working classes,” a portraitist
who both exploited and expanded the “human interest story.” 

Although Weegee is widely acknowledged as a seminal figure in American
photography, he has often proven an elusive figure to study—even though he
wrote an autobiography, gave dozens of interviews, appeared on a nationally
syndicated radio broadcast, and penned an impressive array of articles and
books.5 Part of the reason for his elusiveness is that he happily fabricated de-
tails about himself to suit the needs of the moment. In a sense his pseudonym,
both in the magical clairvoyance it summoned and the homespun quality its
made-up spelling suggested, typified Weegee’s imaginative latitude. Even the
pseudonym had competing origins, since it recalled both Weegee’s self-professed
“sixth sense” about the city and his early, low-level job as a “squeegee boy” at
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